IPS Fellowship Scheme
IPS Fellowships nationwide

- 6 completed fellowships (Cambridge, Leicester, Oxford, OU, Sheffield, SUPA)
- 5 current fellowships (Liverpool, Manchester, Portsmouth, Sussex, Warwick)
- ~45 STFC-funded institutions yet to hold an IPS fellowship
- The size and scale of your STFC-funded science base does not matter...
- ... what matters is the value an IPS fellow can add to KE, innovations and impact.
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Funding & Duration

- Staff costs for full-time IPS Fellow
- Small % of PI’s time
- Travel & consumables necessary for the job
- Funded at 40% for 4 years (50% @ 80% fEC)
- Possible extension funded at 20% for 2 years
- Host organisation must fund the remaining 60 / 80 %
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What does an IPS Fellow actually do?
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What difference can it make?

Number of KE & innovations projects
- Jul 2014 – Dec 2018: × 2.4
- Jan 2010 – June 2014

Total KE & I funding
- Jul 2014 – Dec 2018: × 3.8
- Jan 2010 – June 2014

Industry funding
- Jul 2014 – Dec 2018: × 1.5
- Jan 2010 – June 2014
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STFC Research areas?

**Academic Engagement in Knowledge Exchange & Innovation Projects**

- STFC academics engaged in Knowledge Exchange activities
- Non-STFC academics engaged in Knowledge Exchange activities
- Non-STFC academics engaged in Knowledge Exchange projects
- STFC academics engaged in Knowledge Exchange projects

Graphene Nobel prize

**Fellowship started**
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IPS Fellowships

If you are interested in an IPS Fellowship, please contact STFC and we can connect you to a current Fellow to help guide you in your application.

Contact: Helen.Randell-Sly@stfc.ukri.org
         Edward.Mansfield@stfc.ukri.org

https://stfc.ukri.org/funding/fellowships/innovations-partnership-scheme-fellowships/